Sequential decision-making (SDM) plays a key role in intelligent robotics, and can be realized in very different ways, such as supervised learning, automated reasoning, and probabilistic planning. The three families of methods follow different assumptions and have different (dis)advantages. In this work, we aim at a robot SDM framework that exploits the complementary features of learning, reasoning, and planning. We utilize long short-term memory (LSTM), for passive state estimation with streaming sensor data, and commonsense reasoning and probabilistic planning (CORPP) for active information collection and task accomplishment. In experiments, a mobile robot is tasked with estimating human intentions using their motion trajectories, declarative contextual knowledge, and humanrobot interaction (dialog-based and motion-based). Results suggest that our framework performs better than its no-learning and no-reasoning versions in a real-world office environment.
Introduction
Mobile robots have been able to operate in everyday environments over extended periods of time, and travel long distances that have been impossible before, while providing services, such as escorting, guidance, and delivery [Hawes et al., 2017; Veloso, 2018; . Sequential decisionmaking (SDM) plays a key role toward robot long-term autonomy, because real-world domains are stochastic, and a robot must repeatedly estimate the current world state and decide what to do next.
We develop a robot SDM framework in this work, where robots are able to simultaneously learn from past experiences, reason with declarative contextual knowledge, and plan to achieve long-term goals under uncertainty. We apply our general-purpose framework to the problem of human intention estimation using a mobile robot, as shown in Figure 1 . The robot can observe human motion trajectories using streaming sensor data, has contextual knowledge (e.g., visitors tend to need guidance help), and is equipped with dialogbased and motion-based interaction capabilities. The objective is to determine human intention (e.g., human intending to May I help you? Figure 1 : Robot estimating human intention, e.g., human intending to interact or not, by analyzing human trajectories, reasoning with contextual knowledge (such as location and time), and taking human-robot interaction actions. interact with the robot or not), accurately and promptly, while the robot has to balance the cost of human-robot interaction and estimation accuracy. It should be noted that human intention may change over time, where the robot wants to adjust its estimation at runtime and only interact with those who are interested in interacting with the robot.
There are at least three artificial intelligence paradigms, namely supervised learning, automated reasoning, and probabilistic planning, that can be used for SDM. In this work, SDM is on whether to interact with people, and (if so), when and how. However, none of the three completely meet the requirements in the context of robotics. I) A robot can learn to make decisions from previous experiences using supervised learning, e.g., learning from pairs of human motion trajectories and labels (human intentions in this case) to decide whether to interact with the person or not. However, supervised learning performance can be dependent on the dataset collection [Torralba and Efros, 2011] ; and the robot cannot make use of contextual knowledge or actively collect information.
II) A robot can reason with contextual knowledge for decision-making, e.g., people show up in open-house events need guidance help, and students leaving classrooms do not. However, such knowledge can hardly be comprehensive. Moreover, a robot cannot actively seek information to recover from inaccurate or incomplete knowledge, or leverage previous experiences that is widely available in the big-data era.
III) A robot can plan actions for active information collection and goal achievement, e.g., using decisiontheoretic frameworks such as Markov decision processes (MDPs) [Puterman, 2014] and partially observable MDPs (POMDPs) [Kaelbling et al., 1998 ]. However, the frameworks are ill-quipped for incorporating declarative contextual knowledge.
In this work, we develop LSTM-CORPP, a robot SDM framework, that exploits the complementary features of learning, reasoning, and planning. Specifically, we use long shortterm memory (LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] to learn a classifier for passive perception using streaming sensor data, and use commonsense reasoning and probabilistic planning (CORPP) [Zhang and Stone, 2015] for active perception and task completions using contextual knowledge and human-robot interaction. We evaluated our approach using human intention estimation problems. Results suggest that, in comparison to no-reasoning and no-learning baselines, LSTM-CORPP improves accuracy and efficiency.
Related Work
This work is related to existing research that incorporates knowledge representation and reasoning (KRR) into sequential decision-making (SDM) in stochastic worlds. SDM can be realized via either probabilistic planning (e.g., MDPs and POMDPs [Kaelbling et al., 1998 ]) or reinforcement learning (RL) [Sutton et al., 1998 ].
When world model is unavailable, one can use RL algorithms to learn an action policy. Declarative action knowledge has been used to help an agent to select only the reasonable actions in RL exploration [Leonetti et al., 2016] . Researchers have developed an algorithm called PEORL that integrates hierarchical RL with task planning [Yang et al., 2018] . In that work, RL (low-level) helps learn action costs for the task planner, and the task planner guides RL (high-level) to accomplish complex tasks. Also, researchers proposed an architecture that uses knowledge to find out RL components for incremental learning of unknown rules governing the domain dynamics [Sridharan and Rainge, 2014] . Symbolic planning has been incorporated to deep reinforcement learning to improve interpretability of subtasks . The work by Griffith et al. integrates human feedback for policy shaping in their reinforcement learning framework [Griffith et al., 2013] . These works cannot learn complex representations from previous annotated decision-making experiences.
In case of world model being available, probabilistic planning methods can be used for computing action policies. Contextual knowledge and logical reasoning have been used to help better estimate the current world state in probabilistic planning . Work closest to this research is the CORPP algorithm, where hybrid reasoning (both logical and probabilistic) was used to guide probabilistic planning by calculating a probability for each possible state [Zhang and Stone, 2015] . More recently, hybrid reasoning has been used to reason about world dynamics , enabling planners to generate behaviors that are adaptive to dynamic world dynamics. developed a refinement-based architecture, where declarative knowledge is used for task planning and reasoning tasks, such as diagnosis and history explanation, and high-level deterministic plans are implemented via probabilistic planners. Also, researchers have studied non-stationary Markov decision processes in which policies can be updated when there is change in the world states [Ferreira et al., 2017] . Most recently, researchers have used human-provided declarative information to improve robot probabilistic planning [Chitnis et al., 2018] . In a new study, researchers introduced a framework in which the agent learns world state transitions via model-based RL, and then incorporates them into the logical-probabilistic reasoning module [Lu et al., 2018] . Supervised learning was not involved in these works. Also, the work by Lu et al. incorporates multi-modal perception and commonsense reasoning on a POMDP-based dialog manager to better find human intentions through engaging in a dialogue [Lu et al., 2017] . However, they are not leveraging any learning from datasets and do not consider the human-robot interaction initiation.
Alahi et al. proposed the social LSTM to consider trajectory prediction of people with interactions at large distance [Alahi et al., 2016] . The developed architecture, automatically learns typical interactions that take place among trajectories which coincide in time by sharing LSTMs of spatially proximal sequences. Fernando et al. developed a method to predict human future motion based on their trajectory and trajectory of their neighbors using LSTM framework [Fernando et al., 2017] . None of the works involve active perception for human intention estimation.
To the best of our knowledge, LSTM-CORPP is the first work that simultaneously supports supervised learning for passive perception, automated reasoning with contextual knowledge, and active information gathering via probabilistic planning.
The LSTM-CORPP Framework
In this section, we present our LSTM-CORPP framework, that tightly couples the LSTM-based supervised learning, and CORPP-based reasoning and planning. Figure 2 is an illustration of the three components of LSTM-CORPP. Streaming sensor data, e.g., from RGB-D sensors, is fed into an LSTM-based classifier. The classifier's output is provided to the reasoner along with classifier's confusion matrix. The reasoner reasons with declarative contextual knowledge from human experts, along with the classifier's output and accuracies, and produces a prior belief distribution for the probabilistic planner. The planner suggests actions to enable the robot to actively interact with people, and determines what actions to take, including when to terminate the interaction and what to report.
Before describing the algorithm, it is necessary to define three variable sets of V lrn , V rsn and V pln that are modeled in the learning, reasoning, and planning components respectively. For instance, V lrn includes a finite set of variables:
..} We consider factored spaces, so the three variable sets can be used to specify the three state spaces respectively, i.e., S lrn , S rsn and S pln . For instance, the learning component's Update state s lrn ∈ S lrn : s lrn ←ρ(I) 7:
Collect facts β from the world, and add s lrn into β 8:
: UseV rsn to form the state space ofŜ rsn , whereŜ rsn ⊂ S rsn andŜ rsn ⊂ S pln 10:
Reason with θ and β to compute belief b rsn over S rsn 11:
Computeb rsn (overŜ rsn ), i.e., marginal of b rsn 12:
Initialize belief b pln (over S pln ) usingb rsn 13:
repeat 14:
Selection action a ← π(b pln ), and execute a 15:
Make observation o 16:
Update b pln based on a and o using Bayes update rule 17:
until reaching terminal state term ∈ S pln state space, S lrn , can be specified by V lrn , and includes a finite set of states in the form of:
S lrn = {s lrn 0 , s lrn 1 , ...} The input of our LSTM-CORPP algorithm includes dataset Ω for sequence classification, declarative rules θ, logical facts β, and a POMDP model M. Each sample in Ω is a matrix of size T × N , where T is time length and N is the number of features. Each sample is associated with a label, where each label corresponds to state s lrn ∈ S lrn . Logical-probabilistic rules, θ, are used to represent contextual knowledge from human experts. Facts, β, are collected at runtime, e.g., current time and location, and are used together with the rules for reasoning. Finally, POMDP model M includes world dynamics and is used for planning under uncertainty toward active information gathering and goal accomplishments.
Algorithm 1 starts by training the LSTM classifier ρ using Ω , the training set of the dataset Ω, and generating the confu-sion matrix C via cross-validation. The probabilities in C are passed to the reasoner to update probabilistic rules θ. Action policy π is then generated using the POMDP model M and off-the-shelf solvers from the literature. Before entering the while-loop of Steps 5-17, the learning, reasoning, and planning components of LSTM-CORPP are ready for processing the data collected at runtime, i.e., I and β.
Entering the while-loop at Step 5, whenever the robot's sensors receive data (I =φ), the LSTM classifier (ρ) outputs the learner's current state, s lrn ∈ S lrn . This state is then merged into β in Line 7, which is later used for reasoning purposes. A set of variables,V rsn , is constructed in Line 8 to form state spaceŜ rsn , which is a partial state space of both S rsn and S pln . b rsn is the reasoner's posterior belief. Belief distributionb rsn overŜ rsn bridges the gap between LSTM-CORPP's reasoning and planning components:b rsn is computed as a marginal distribution of the reasoner's output in Line 11; and used for generating the prior distribution of b pln for active interactions.
LSTM-CORPP initializes POMDP prior belief b pln over the state set S pln withb rsn in Line 12, and uses policy π to map b pln to actions. This sense-plan-act loop continues until reaching the terminal state.
In the following subsections, we provide technical details of how LSTM-CORPP's three components are developed using a specific problem of human intention estimation.
Learning for Perception with Streaming Data
In order to make correct state estimation based on the streaming sensor data while considering the dependencies at various time steps, we first train and evaluate an LSTM classifier ρ using dataset Ω. We split the dataset into training and test sets, and produce the confusion matrix C, which is later needed by the reasoner. Human intention estimation is modeled as a classification problem for the LSTM-based learner:
where robot is aiming at estimating s lrn ∈ S lrn using streaming sensor data I. In our case, streaming data is in the form of people motion trajectories; and there exists only one binary variable, intention ∈ V lrn . As a result, state set S lrn is:
S lrn = {s lrn 0 , s lrn 1 } where s lrn 0 and s lrn 1 correspond to the person's intention of interacting with the robot or not. Since the human trajectories are in the form of sequence data, we use LSTM to train a classifier for estimating human intentions with motion trajectories. Accordingly, C is of size 2×2. Details of the classifier training are presented in Section 4. Next, we explain how the classifier output is used for reasoning.
Reasoning with Contextual Knowledge
Contextual knowledge, provided by human experts, can help the robot make better estimations. For instance, in the early mornings of work days, people are less likely to be interested in interacting with the robot, in comparison to the university open-house days. The main purpose of the reasoning component is to incorporate such contextual knowledge to help the LSTM-based passive state estimation.
The knowledge base consists of logical-probabilistic rules θ in P-log [Baral et al., 2009] , a declarative language that supports the representation of (and reasoning with) both logical and probabilistic knowledge. The reasoning program consists of random variables set V rsn . It starts collecting facts and generating β. The confusion matrix generated in the LSTM cross-validation is used to update θ. The variables that are shared between the reasoning and planning components are in the setV rsn . The reasoner produces a belief b rsn over S rsn via reasoning with θ and β.
In the problem of human intention estimation, the reasoner contains random variables:
where the range of each variable is defined as below: It should be noted that time and location are facts that are fully observable to the robot, whereas human identity is a latent variable that must be inferred. Time, location, and intention are probabilistically determined by human identity. We use time and location to infer human identity, and then estimate human intention.
The binary distribution over human intention,b rsn , a marginal distribution of b rsn overŜ rsn , is provided to the POMDP-based planner as informative priors.
Remarks:
The reasoning component can be constructed using other logical-probabilistic paradigms that build on firstorder logic, such as Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) [Bach et al., 2017] and Markov Logic Network (MLN) [Richardson and Domingos, 2006] . In comparison, P-log directly takes probabilistic, declarative knowledge as the input, instead of learning weights with data, and meets our need of utilizing human knowledge in declarative forms.
Active Perception via POMDP-based HRI
Robots can actively take actions to reach out to people and gather information. We use POMDPs to build probabilistic controllers. A POMDP model can be represented as a tuple (S pln , A, T, R, Z, O, γ). We briefly discuss how each component is used in our models:
• S pln :Ŝ rsn × S pln l ∪ {term} is the state set.Ŝ rsn includes two states representing human being interested to interact or not. S pln l includes two states representing whether the robot has turned towards the human or not and term is the terminal state. • A : A a ∪ A r is the set of actions. A a includes both motion-based and language-based interaction actions, including turning (towards the human), greeting, and moving forward slightly. A r includes two actions for reporting the human being interested in interaction or not.
• T (s, a, s ) = P (s |s, a) is the transition function that accounts for uncertain or non-deterministic action outcomes where a ∈ A and s ∈ S. Reporting actions deterministically lead to the term state.
• Z = {pos, neg, none} is the observation set modeling human feedback in human-robot interaction.
• O(s , a, z) = P (z|a, s ), where z ∈ Z, is the observation function, which is used for modeling people's noisy feedback to the robot's interaction actions.
• R(s, a) is the reward function, where costs of interaction actions, a a ∈ A a , correspond to the completion time. A correct (wrong) estimation yields a big bonus (penalty).
Reporting actions deterministically lead to the term state. We use a discount factor γ = 0.99 to give the robot a relatively long planning horizon. Using an off-the-shelf solver (e.g., [Kurniawati et al., 2008] ), the robot can generate a behavioral policy that maps its belief state to an action toward efficiently and accurately estimating human intentions.
To summarize, the robot's LSTM-based classifier estimates human intention based on the human trajectories. The reasoner uses human knowledge to compute a distribution on human intention. The reasoner's intention estimation serves as the prior of the POMDP-based planner, which enables the robot to actively interact with people to figure out their intention. The reasoning and planning components of CORPP are constructed using human knowledge, and do not involve learning. The reasoning component aims at correcting and unbiasing the LSTM-based classifier's output, and the planning component is for active perception.
Experiments
In this section, we describe the testing domain (including the dataset), experiment setup, and statistical results. Figure 3 shows the shopping center environment (about 900 m 2 ), where the human motion dataset [Kato et al., 2015] was collected using multiple 3D range sensors mounted overhead. We use the dataset to train the LSTM-based classifier. Each instance in the dataset includes a human motion trajectory in 2D space, and a label of whether the human eventually interacts with the robot or not. There are totally 2286 instances in the dataset, where 63 are positive instances (2.7%). Each trajectory includes a sequence of data fields with the sampling rate of 33 milliseconds. Each data field is in the form of a vector: (x i , y i , z i , v i , θ mi , θ hi ). Index i denotes the timestep. x i and y i are the coordinates in millimeter. z i is the human height. v i is human linear velocity in mm/s. θ mi is the motion angle in radius. θ hi is the face orientation in radius. We only use the x and y coordinates, because of the limitations of our robot's perception capabilities.
Dataset and LSTM-based Classifiers
The input vector length is 60 including 30 pairs of x and y values. Our LSTM's hidden layer includes 50 memory units. In order to output binary classification results, we use a dense layer with sigmoid activation function in the output layer. We use Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014], a first-order gradient method, for optimization. The loss function was calculated using binary cross entropy. For regularization, we use a dropout value of 0.2. The memory units and the hidden states of the LSTM are initialized to zero. The epoch size (number of passes over the entire training data) is 300. The batch size is 30. The data was split into sets for training (70%) and testing (30%). To implement the classifier training, we used Keras [Chollet and others, 2015] , an open-source python deep-learning library.
Illustrative Example
Consider an illustrative example: a visitor to a classroom building in the afternoon was interested to interact with the robot. The robot's goal is to identify the person's intention as efficiently and accurately as possible.
Human motion trajectory is captured by our robot (see Figure 1) using RGB-D sensors and human detection algorithms [Gori et al., 2015; Munaro et al., 2012] . Figure 4 presents a detected person, and the motion trajectory. The trajectory is passed to the LSTM-based classifier, which outputs the person being not interested in interaction (false negative).
The robot then collected facts about time and location. Domain knowledge enables the robot to be aware that: professors and students are more likely to show up in the classroom; and visitors are more likely to show up in the afternoon and to interact with the robot, whereas they are less likely to be present in the classroom building. Also, the LSTM classifier's confusion matrix, as shown in Figure 5 , is encoded as a set of probabilistic rules in P-log, where the true-negative probability is 0.71. Therefore, given all the declarative contextual knowledge, the reasoner computes the following distribution over the variable of human identity, V rsn id , in the range of [student, visitor, professor] (2) where 0.22 corresponds to the human being interested in interaction.b rsn is the belief over state setŜ rsn (a marginal distribution of both S rsn and S pln ).
The reasoner's output ofb rsn is used for initializing the belief distribution, b pln , for the POMDP-based planner:
b pln = [0.22, 0.78, 0, 0, 0] where b pln is over the state set of S pln as described in Section 3.3. For instance, s pln 0 ∈ S pln is the state where the robot has not taken the "turn" action, and the human is interested in interaction. Similarly, s pln 3 ∈ S pln is the state where the robot has taken the action "turn", and the human is not interested in interaction. During the action-observation cycles (in simulation), policy π maps b pln to "greet" and "move forward" actions, and b pln is updated until the robot correctly reported human intention and reacheed terminal state (s pln 4 ). The actions, corresponding human feedback, and belief update are presented in Figure 6 . Although, the LSTM classifier made a wrong estimation, the reasoner and planner helped the robot successfully recover from the wrong estimation. 
Experimental Results
We did pairwise comparisons between LSTM-CORPP with the following methods for human intention estimation.
Learning: LSTM classifier only [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] . Reasoning: reasoning with contextual knowledge [Baral et al., 2009] . Planning: POMDP-based interaction with uniform priors [Kaelbling et al., 1998 ]. Learn-ing+Reasoning: reasoning with the classifier's output and knowledge [Aditya et al., 2016] . Reasoning+Planning: reasoning with knowledge and planning with POMDPs [Zhang and Stone, 2015] . LSTM-CORPP: our approach.
In each simulated trial of all experiments, we first sample human identity randomly, and then sample time and location accordingly, using contextual knowledge, such as professors tend to showing up early. According to time, location, and identity, we sample human intention. Finally, we sample a trajectory from the test set of the dataset, according to the previously sampled human intention. We added 30% noise to the human reactions (robot's observation) being compliant with the ground truth but independent from robot's actions. LSTM-CORPP requires considerable computation time for training the classifier (∼10 min) and generating the POMDPbased action policy (∼1 min). The training and policy generation are conducted offline, so they do not affect the runtime efficiency. Reasoning occurs at runtime, and typically requires less than 1 millisecond. LSTM-CORPP vs. Five Baselines: Table 2 shows the overall comparisons using the six SDM strategies, Each number in the table is an average of 5000 trials, where the setting is the same in all following tables. The last three strategies include the POMDP-based planning component, and perform better than the no-planning baselines in both accuracy and F1. Among the with-planning strategies, LSTM-CORPP produces the best overall performance in accuracy and F1 score, while reducing the interaction costs (dialog-based and motion-based).
Inaccurate Knowledge: In this experiment, we evaluate the robustness of LSTM-CORPP to inaccurate knowledge. Our hypothesis is that, in case of contextual knowledge being inaccurate, LSTM-CORPP is capable of recovering via actively interacting with people. We used knowledge bases (KBs) of different accuracy levels: High, Medium, and Low. A high-accuracy KB corresponds to the ground truth. Medium-and low-accuracy KBs are incomplete, and misleading respectively. For instance, low-accuracy knowledge suggests that professors are more likely to interact with the robot, whereas visitors are not, which is opposite to the ground truth. Table 1 shows the results where we see the performances of the reasoning-only and learning+reasoning baseline strategies drop to lower than 0.5 in the accuracy of human intention estimation, and drop to lower than 0.4 in F1 score, when the contextual knowledge is of low accuracy. In accuracy and F1 score, neither CORPP nor LSTM-CORPP is sensitive to low-accuracy knowledge, while LSTM-CORPP performs consistently better than CORPP in both accuracy and F1 score. In particular, when the knowledge is of low accuracy, LSTM-CORPP retains the high accuracy and F1 score (whereas CORPP could not) due to its learning component. Partial Motion Trajectories: The robot's goal is to identify human intention as accurately and early as possible. Reaching out to people early means the robot might only have a short piece of human motion trajectory, which would result in less accurate trajectory-based classification. In this experiment, we would like to evaluate the sensitivity of LSTM-CORPP to partial human motion trajectories.
We provided only the first quarter of each trajectory to the classifier, to shorten the estimation time. The results are presented in Table 3 . While the partial trajectory input has reduced the accuracy and F1 score of 'Learning' and 'Learn-ing+Reasoning', LSTM-CORPP is able to retain its human intention estimation accuracy through taking extra interaction actions. 
Conclusions
In this work, we develop a robot sequential decisionmaking framework that integrates supervised learning for passive state estimation, automated reasoning for incorporating declarative contextual knowledge, and probabilistic planning for active perception and task completions. The developed framework has been applied to a human intention estimation problem using a mobile robot. Results suggest that the integration of supervised deep learning, logical-probabilistic reasoning, and probabilistic planning enables simultaneous passive and active state estimation, producing the best performance in estimating human intentions.
